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Former Fairfield student missing since January
BY JESSICA HOLMBERG

Matthew Mullaney, a former Fairfield University student studying
abroad in Florence, Italy, has been missing for seven weeks, according to television reports.
Italian police and investigators
continue to look for the 21 year-old, but
Mullaney is nowhere to be found, and
family and friends in the United States

expressed concern over his disappearance.
According to his father, Michael
Mullaney, Matthew was taking a leave
of absence from the university and traveled to Italy to study art. Upon notification of his son's disappearance, the
father immediately traveled to Italy in
search of his son.
"I went to Italy and posted posters
outside of the school so we can find

him," Mullaney's father said. "They are
all aware of him missing."
Mullaney studied at the Angel
Academy of Art in Florence since Jan.
5, according to his father.
Matthew's parents received an email from him on the afternoon of his
disappearance.
"He simply said how much he was
enjoying his stay in Florence, even
though he was studying very hard. He

had decided to take some time off on
that Friday night since he was spending all his evenings studying at home
and going to bed at 10 p.m.," said
Mullaney's father. "There weren't any
hints to any possible problems."
Upon the father's arrival in Florence, Matthew's passport and belongings were found unaltered in his Italian
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Weather forces construction of new tennis courts
BY STEPHANIE COX

Heavy snow and frigid temperatures
have cracked the tennis courts near Alumni
Hall, affecting playability and requiring the
university to construct new courts, according to university officials.
This year's harsh winter and snowfall
has caused more damage than in year's past.
"At least two courts may not be playable
without significant work," said Richard Taylor, associate vice president of Campus Operations.
Men's and women's tennis head coach
Jeff Wyshner said the winter's harsh conditions took its toll on the already aging courts.
"The courts had a tough winter with the
amounts of water that sat on them and the
freezing and thawing that went on repeatedly. But, they are playable," said Wyshner.
'There's really only one court that the cracks
are really in play. They're better than a lot
of courts we see at other schools."
The existing courts were built in 1979
and resurfaced in the late 1980s. "Each year,
the courts would receive a 'tune-up' before
the season started," said Taylor.
Construction began this past week at
the area west of the Walsh Athletic Center,
home of the new tennis courts. "The tennis
team and recreational tennis were both considered in this plan," said Athletic Director
Eugene Doris. "There were also zoning issues and campus appearance taken into consideration so that a proper site was located."
Tennis team members are reacting positively to the new courts. "After hearing what
bad shape the courts were in," said Erin
Reeves, '04, co-captain of the women's
team, "it will definitely be nice to have the
brand new courts."
Colin Torrance, '04, also agreed. "I'm
extremely excited and hope that they will
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Iraq on minds
of students, faculty
BY CHRIS ZEITZ

&

ETHAN FRY

With a stark ultimatum from President
Bush expiring Wednesday evening and no
sign of abdication from Baghdad, all indications are that war is unavoidable between
the "coalition of the willing" and Iraq.
The war, remarkable for its pre-emptive
justification, has stirred emotional reactions
across the world, including the campus of
Fairfield University.
Professors sign anti-war petition
In just one day, an
online petition for faculty and staff members
attracted 80 signatures.
The petition quotes a
statement from the Jesuit order that states,
"The doctrine of preemptive war is neither
in accordance with UN
doctrine and law, nor
PETITION
morally defensible."
Faculty protest
Prominent faculty
impending
Iraq war
members, including
Page
10
former recipients of the
"Teacher of the Year"
award, have signed the petition. Dr. Joy
Gordon, a vocal critic of UN resolutions for
the harm they cause to innocent Iraqis, was
vital to the establishment of the petition, according to one professor.
"As a Jesuit university, it is important
for Fairfield to address [a pre-emptive war
against Iraq] as one of the most pressing

IRA

Amy Womack/The Mirror

All cracked up: The harsh winter devastated the old tennis courts.
help our team become more successful. I
think they will also help inspire current players, knowing that the athletic department is
investing in our program."
Tennis team members share their ex-

citement for the new facilities, yet the new
location caused mixed reactions. Some
members expressed their concern for lack
SEE "TENNIS" ON P.
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Students shocked at termination of Dr. Marice Rose
BY LAURA WALSH

Katie Demkiw-Orman, '04,
considers Dr. Marice Rose of the
art history department to be one of
her favorite professors at Fairfield
University.
"She's undoubtedly one of the
best teachers I've had at Fairfield,"
said Demkiw-Orman. "She's in-

fluenced many students to want to other professors, was part of a
become art history majors."
group of faculty that were hired in
Due to a one-year
response to "the large
class
of juniors," said
contract that has not
LETTER
Academic
Vice Presibeen renewed because
Students feel Rose
dent Orin Grossman. A
of financial reasons,
is a 'great mentor'
number of professors
however, Rose will not
Page 12
be returning back to
were therefore hired
Fairfield next year.
with the understanding that their
Rose, along with a number of contract would be for one year

only without the expectation of
renewal.
Rose, however, has been here
for several years and many students were shocked to hear that she
would not be coming back next
year, especially because Rose is a
recent alumna of Fairfield.
"It's just sad that she's an
alumna and she's getting booted,"

said Demkiw-Orman. "This will
definitely affect the art history department."
Jen Tumsuden, '04, an art history major, agreed.
"Even for people who aren't
art history majors, she [Rose] finds
a way to make it interesting," said
SEE
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Wednesday, March 5
8:54 a.m. -A town resident was observed dumping his trash into
one of the townhouse dumpsters. He was identified and verbally
warned by security.
8:21 p.m. - Disorderly conduct involving three students and a
Prep faculty member was reported. The incident was resolved by
the parties involved.
Friday, March 7
12:49 p.m. -Astudent reported receiving harrassing phone calls.
The case is under investigation.
1:49 p.m. - Another report of harrassing phone calls was reported
by a student. This case is also under investigation.
Sunday, March 16
5:16 p.m. - Two window screens were reported being taken from a
townhouse. No forced entry was reported and nothing was reported stolen.
Monday, March 17
10:54 p.m. - A sink was reported being ripped out of the wall in the
Regis first floor male bathroom. Anyone with information on this
incident is asked to contact security.

CORRECTIONS
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of
any errors, please call Editor In Chief Sean Hayes at x6529.

New School University

Some of our 500 courses:

Greenwich Village, New York

Documentary Film Camp
1 week module: June 28 • August 1

The

New School, where

New York's

leading thinkers share new ideas, offers
over 500 intensive courses this summer.

Conflict and Reconciliation in Modern Africa
6 weeks M/W: June 2 - July 16
Intensive B&W Photography 1 and 2
1 week modules: June 2-5 and August 4-7
The Writing Program Summer Literary Salon
1 week modules: June 2-5, June 9-12, June 16-19
Video as Subversive Art
6 weeks T/Th: June 3 - July 15
3D Game Design Studio
8 Saturdays: June 4 - July 23
French, Italian, Spanish Immersion Courses
3 week modules M-Th: June 2-19, June'23 - July 14

Intensive is a virtue in New York.
You even get credit for it
The New School Summer Program.

Screeriwrfting Intensive
6 weeks M/W/Th: June 2 - July 14
Painting Late Summer intensive
3 Saturdays: July 26 - August 9
History of Street Gangs
6 weeks T/Th: June 3 - July 17
First Book Poetry Manuscript
1 week module: June 2-5

Most for credit. Evening, day, and online

Women's Rights, Human Rights
online: June 2 - August 1
Writers Transcending Fear
6 weeks T/Th: June 3 - July 17

schedules make it easy to have an intensive
summer while enjoying New York City.

Digital Video Documentary
6 Saturdays: June 7 - July 19

For more information,
email: nsadmissions@newschool.edu
Call: 800-862-5039 ext 527

For a complete course listing:

nsu.newschool.edu/intensives

The New School. Choose your course.
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Fairfield prof calls drug-terror link "shameless"
BY TARA LYNCH

"You killed me. You killed me... There
was a bomb. I was going to school ...You
bought drugs. You gave them money. They
can't do things like that without money. It's
the money."
This explosive language jumps out of
several new anti-drug commercials released
during this year's Super Bowl by the office
of National Drug Control Policy. The commercials try to establish a link between
drugs, terror and violence - a link that some
at Fairfield University are questioning.
"I don't think there is any stronger connection between drugs and terrorism than
there is between oil and terrorism," said Dr.
Alan Katz, a politics professor at Fairfield
University. "I think the [Bush] administration is trying to blame everything on terrorism. I think it's shameless."
"If there is a connection at all between
drugs and terrorism, the commercials exaggerate it," said Maureen Hession, '06.
"Clearly, drug abuse is a problem, but these
commercials go about it the wrong way. I
think they [the commercials] make kids
more curious about drugs, and I think
they're a waste of money."
Other scholars agree that many products the average American consumes can
directly and indirectly fund terrorism.
"In effect, almost every product we use
can be somehow correlated to support terrorism," said Dr. Dan Martorella of Fairfield

University's sociology department. "How
we heat our homes, the products we buy,
and the food we eat generates profit. The
assertion is that a percentage of that profit
may be funneled to support terrorist groups.
Even the money we donate to some organizations may find its way to support antiAmerican groups. We can draw an association to anything and everything."
Even with the wide array of products
that may support terrorism, the Bush administration is adamant that the connection between drug use and terrorism is strongest.
The U.S. Department of State cites 12
of the 28 recognized terror organizations as
being involved in the illegal drug trade, including the Taliban regime, Peru's Shining
Path and The United Self Defense Forces
of Columbia.
The recent surge in anti-drug commercials comes as part of Bush's three-step, $19
billion dollar anti-drug initiative, introduced
in early 2002.
The media campaign was given an additional $ 180 million for advertisements for
the 2003 fiscal year.
Despite the massive spending, ONDCP
reports released in late January provide evidence that the overall media campaign is
having little to no effect.
"There is no statistically significant
change for the full 12 to 18-year-old sample
in intentions to use marijuana once or twice
over the five waves of measurement among
prior nonusers," the ONDCP reported in its

that address social issues such as drug
use are vital to our society. "I believe any
educational outreach into addressing social problems is a worthwhile venture.
The benefits of such a program far outweigh the costs.
"People become educated to the fact
that the use of illegal drugs is not an individual problem, but a problem that
manifests itself into social dysfunctions
such as crime, poverty, domestic violence, child abuse, etcetera," Martorella
added.
Fairfield students said that the campaign fails because it doesn't address any
drugs besides marijuana. "If anything,
they [the commercials] should inform
kids about alcohol abuse," said Merry
Bonacci, '06. "More kids drink alcohol
than use drugs."
"I don't think it's OK to deceive
people," Bonacci added. "They shouldn't
relate two totally different issues. I'm
Mirror file photo
not saying these issues aren't important,
Higher education: Anti-drug commercials
they just need to educate people in a difthat connect buying drugs with terrorism
ferent way. Lots of people look at the
have led to heavy debate.
commercials and think they are ridiculous."
fifth semiannual evaluation of the anti-drug
Despite the criticism, President Bush's
media campaign.
budget for the fiscal year of 2004 calls for
"There is, however, a small trend, un- another $170 million for advertising.
favorable to the Campaign, on marijuana
"This is inciting fear," said Katz. "If
intentions among 14 to 18-year-old nonus- you stop doing drugs, terrorism will go
ers," the report added.
away? No. Life is a little more complicated
Still, Martorella argues that programs than that."

Fairfield siblings say goodbye to small stipend
the same school you're paying more money,
so you should get more help with that
The average student attending Fairfield money," said Ben Rossi, '05, who goes to
is expected to pay over $30,000 per year. Fairfield with his twin brother Chris.
The average student attending Fairfield at
In the past, Fairfield would give an exthe same time that a sibling is also attend- tra $100 per semester to those with siblings
ing Fairfield is expected to pay over $30,000 at Fairfield.
per year.
Thus, if two siblings attended Fairfield
These are the figures before financial at the same time, they would receive an exaid is factored in, but Fairfield offers no tra $400 per year. This policy, however, was
extra financial aid reward to families with ended two years ago.
more than one child attending this school at
Eddie Seavers, '03, who used to receive
the same time.
the credit because both he and his sister
"If you have more than one person at Karen, '05, attend Fairfield said of the extra money, "I'd want it to be
more, $100 makes it seem
pointless, but it helps $100
worth."
The small amount
given to those with siblings
attending Fairfield was the
reason the credit was discontinued. Ray Bourdeau,
who works in the Bursar's
office, which controls financial aid for students, said
"the amount was so nominal that it was not an effective benefit."
Before this decision
was
made, other schools
Chris Donato/The Mirror
were
polled to find out what
Sibling savings: Eddie Seavers, '03, and his sister
their policies were.
Karen, '05, no longer receive their small stipend of $100
Most colleges and unieach for attending Fairfield together.
BY EILEEN ARNOLD

Mirror file photo

versities do not offer an extra credit for siblings attending the same university. Among
the colleges that do not give an extra amount
were Boston College, Fordham University
and Marist College.
Of the schools surveyed by The Mirror, only Sacred Heart had any kind of extra perk for students with siblings, offering
$750 per semester for siblings.
The sum would be split between the siblings, however, regardless of how many at
the school there would be.
Financial aid is what picks up the slack
for those who have to pay for more than one

child in college at the same time. Bourdeau
explained that now, if a student has a sibling at Fairfield, his or her financial aid package would be evaluated "just as if you had a
sibling at another institution." That is where
federal and state grants, such as the Perkins
Loan or the Stafford Loan, apply.
Even so, as Karen Seavers, '05, said,
"any extra money helps and it would help
the parents regardless."
Chris Rossi, '05, agreed.
"I'm more mad that the parents have to
pay," said Rossi. "It affects them more that
it affects me."
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^CLASSIFIEDS 200 faculty guaranteed
Sports Teams
Clubs — Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hour fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 9233238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
TEACHING POSITIONS available
for certified and uncertified teachers. We serve hundreds of public,
private and parochial school in CT
and NY. Over 10,000 placed since
1965. THERE IS NEVER A
CHARGE UNLESS WE ARE
SUCCESSFUL IN PLACING YOU,
and many of our private schools
pay the fee. Call us to discuss your
background and the types of
positions for which you are qualified. FAIRFIELD TEACHERS'
AGENCY, INC. P.O. Box 1141 /
Fairfield, CT 06825

Classifieds are available for
as little as $15 for 20 words!
Call (203) 256-6594 for more
information or to place an ad.
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lifetime employment
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

Tumsuden. "It's really an inspiration. And
for us majors, it's great that she graduated
from Fairfield and is now teaching and
working at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
It's encouraging to see how we can use our
degrees in the future."
According to Grossman, only 200 tenure tracts exist at Fairfield, meaning that
only 200 professors at Fairfield are guaranteed life employment. A tough economic
time was Grossman's main reason behind
the decision not to renew Rose's contract.
Grossman went on to say that Rose's
leaving was "unfortunate," but also that this
is a yearly process and that the university
usually has around eight to ten full-time faculty on non-tenure contracts.
For Alison Kraus, '03, an art history
major, however, Rose's presence was worth
much more than any type of monetary value.
"She's written me a number of recommendations and has always been so helpful,
bright, intelligent and enthusiastic," said
Kraus. "She's young and energetic and brings
her own area of expertise to the department."
Tumsuden said that Rose's expert
knowledge of the Medieval era in art history will especially be missed.
"That chunk in time will be missing,"
said Tumsuden. "It's not like they'll ever
be able to replace her."
Kim Reidy contributed to this report.

Tennis courts expected
to be ready for new season
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

of support.
"I feel that less people will come to
watch the games if the courts are all the way
up by the athletic center," said Diana Webb,
'05.
Others see the new location as having
a positive impact on the team's support. "A
lot of people walk in and out of the Athletic
Center everyday," said Reeves. "With the
tennis courts right there, more people might
stop and watch a little of our matches."
Wyshner said he wasn't sure if the condition of the current courts expedited the
university's decision to go through with
building the new fa cility this year, but said
another winter would only damage the
courts further.
"Certainly another winter on these
courts would make the conditions even
worse," Wyshner said. "The new courts will
be a help to us for a number of reasons."
Wyshner said the construction of the
new facility would help the recruiting process.
"Over the past year, talking to people
and saying we have six new courts coming
has been a big plus recruiting wise,"
Wyshner said. "People immediately see a
commitment by the school toward tennis."
Torrance is also hopeful about possible

recruits. "From a recruiting standpoint the
courts will hopefully attract more tennis
players that can immediately make an impact on our team."
Originally to have been completed in
the spring of 2002, planners are aiming to
have the new courts completed for this
year's spring season. The delay has had little
effect on the tennis program according to
head coach Jeff Wyshner.
"The current courts have provided an
outstanding home facility for many years,"
said Wyshner. "While both the players and
I are excited about the new facility, I feel no
disappointment that the courts will be completed in the spring of 2003 instead of 2002."

Join the Mirror staff!
Be a part of Fairfield
University's number one
newspaper!
Meetings are Thursday
at 6 p.m. in the Barone
Campus Center.
Earn your kudos today'
oughout the week!
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Wednesday -Jazz Nite

DINER - RESTAURANT

Thursday - Karaoke
Friday & Saturday
Live Bands
iday - Brunch

COUNT
with student ID

Check out some of our menu items:
Grilled Margarita Pizza

Fresh Seafood o Steaks
Chops o Cocktails
Wines o Beer

Shrimp Primavera Pasta

3350 Post Road
Southport, CT 06890
(203) 259-0603

$8.95

Real 100% Buffalo meat for the adventurous eater: It's also lower in fat!
Served with cheese of your choice: American, Cheddar, Mozzarella
or Gorgonzola.

Thanks for voting
us best diner!

2000, 2001, 2002 --The Mirror

$I5-95

Succulent sauteed Shrimp and vegetables over penne
in a roasted garlic & herb sauce.

The Buffalo Burger

BEST DINER

$7-95

Simple but tasty, stolen from our Italian Brothers. A must have!
Mozarella, fresh tomato sauce and basil.

Grilled Rack of Lamb

$20.95

A14 oz Rack of Lamb served with a Balsamic Shallot sauce.

m

Open 24 Hours, 7 Days
All major credit cards accepted

Wild Salmon Fillet

$14.95

Served with a Lemon Thyme Butter sauce and mixed grilled vegetables.

)0 Black Rock Turnpike
irfield, CT
333-1522
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TV show reports some have seen Mullaney
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

residence.
"I had gone to Amsterdam before going to Florence because I remembered that
he had sometime mentioned his wish to visit
that city," his father added. "I went first to
the American Consulate and then to the
Dutch Police."
Despite Mullaney's withdrawal from
the university, the Fairfield community remains concerned about his disappearance
and hopes for his prompt safe return.
"Everyone is still thinking about him,"
said friend Brendan Murphy, '03. "It's on
everyone's mind. It's a really bizarre situation. It's a really depressing and nerve-racking situation, and there is nothing we can
really do about it."
Friends commented on Mullaney's
good-natured character, personality, and
spirit for adventure, but doubted he would
intentionally disappear.
"Matt is a great kid, and I hope he is
alright," said Dave Lett, '04. "I hope everything works out, and they find him. Matt
was never afraid of anything. He was a freespirited kid and liked adventure, but he
would never disappear on purpose."
Fairfield officials remain concerned
about Mullaney's current status, but reported
that he is no longer affiliated with the university.
According to Mark Reed, dean of students, Mullaney last attended Fairfield in

May 2002 and withdrew from the university on his own.
"He did not return to Fairfield this past
fall, and in no way is a Fairfield University
student," Reed said. "He went to Italy this
past semester through some academic program that is not Fairfield's program, nor is
in any way affiliated with Fairfield's program."
"The situation is sad and unfortunate,
and I extend my prayers and best wishes to
Matt and his family and hope that the situation is resolved as soon as possible with Matt
safe and well," Reed added.
"I have no knowledge of it, and Fairfield University has nothing to do with the
present situation," said Susan Fitzgerald,
director of the study abroad program. "Matthew left the university at the end of his
sophomore year, and I have no knowledge
of where he went from there."
School officials remain confident with
the study abroad program and assure students that it is still safe to travel abroad.
"While I am not sure what Mart's situation was or is exactly, and I do not mean to
imply anything negative, when risks are
taken, there can be unfortunate or negative
consequences," Reed said. "The study
abroad program in Florence, at least as far
as Fairfield is affiliated and concerned, is
very organized and safe. At this point, I do
not think there is reason for students studying abroad in our Florence program to be
alarmed or change their everyday patterns

of behavior."
According to Reed, the university will
provide any information it can to help resolve the situation if it is called upon.
"Unfortunately, the reality of the situation seems to indicate that there is very little,
if anything, we can do beyond sharing what
we know," Reed added.
The story of Mullaney's disappearance
on Jan. 31 appeared on an Italian television
show's Web site about missing persons and
provides some details to the story.
"On the day of his disappearance I met
him at 9 in the evening," said his roommate,
according to the Web site.. "He told me he
was going downtown to meet some friends.
I haven't seen him since then."
"Chi l'ha visto?" broadcasted a piece
on Mullaney's disappearance on Feb. 17 and
aired further updates on Feb. 24 and March
10 on Italian television. Three people called
authorities claiming they had seen Mullaney
in Bolgona, Italy on Feb. 1, while others
claimed they saw him in Florence between
Feb. 2-9.
A witness also claimed to have met
Mullaney, or someone with a resemblance
to Mullaney, who spoke English.
"So my friend, who could speak a little
English, talked to him," she said. "We offered him some coffee, but he answered he
didn't drink any. The stranger accepted some
hot soup and ate it quickly showing to be in
a great hurry."
The person that could have been

Mullaney then told the girl that he was coming from Holland and left promptly towards
Bolgna, refusing anymore food.
"He looked awkward and vague," the
girl added. "When he stood up I could observe him better, and I noticed he was thinner, he had long hair, an unkempt beard and
a moustache."
"I spoke with his family and they confirmed he doesn't drink coffee," said Steven
F. Harper of the U.S consul in Florence,
according to the site. "Besides, it is possible now to travel around Europe without
a passport. You can do it."
One person claimed to have seen him
at a pizza restaurant near Campo di Marte,
while a taxi driver claimed to have given
him a ride from a club in via Fiesolana in
downtown Florence sometime between Feb.
2-9.
Mullaney's family continues to have
faith that Matthew will return home safely.
"There is nothing that can be done in
the United States right now," Mullaney's
father said. "Considering the circumstances
that are going on in the world right now, the
only things that can be done to find Matthew have to be done in Italy. We appreciate everyone's concerns. We just need all
of your prayers."
For further information, visit the Chi
l'ha visto? Web site at http://
www. chilhavisto. rai. it/CLV/English/lettere/
M/MullaneyMatthew. htm.

Not everyone convinced an Iraq war is justified
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

moral issues of our time," said Gordon.
"A pre-emptive war of this sort... one
that is based on the most tenuous evidence
[of a threat] is clearly prohibited under the
UN Charter," said Gordon.
President Bush said on Monday that the
United States has "pursued patient and honorable efforts to disarm the Iraqi regime
without war." Bush directly addressed the
Iraqi people on Monday night as part of a
deliberate effort to paint the Americans as
an army of liberation.
However, the immediate impact of a
war on the citizenry of Iraq could be terrible, said Dr. Gordon. She said the humanitarian devastation in the event of a war will
be overwhelming, citing a January internal
report by UN humanitarian organizations.
Interruption of food aid with 30 percent of
Iraqi children already "so marginal" could
be devastating, Gordon said.
Electrical grid interruption, a likely tar-

get of coalition aircraft, can render water
and sewage treatment plants inoperable.
This would cause the spread of cholera, typhoid and dysentery, according to Gordon.
Gordon said that another concern of
humanitarians is that the population of Iraq
is in poorer health than during the 1991 war
and suffers from poorer nutrition and emergency resources.
Gordon said it was "striking how positive faculty response has been" to the petition that began on Tuesday.

A historic moment
President Bush failed to convince some
members of the United Nation Security
Council that there was justification to pursue military action against Iraq preemptively, the so-called Bush Doctrine. On
Monday night, Bush told the American
people that the time for diplomacy was over.
"The Iraqi regime has used diplomacy
as a ploy to gain time and advantage," Bush

See your ad in
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Contact our ad department
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said. Speaking from the White House, the
president said that his coalition of the willing has "the resolve and the fortitude to act
against this threat to peace."
The nature of that threat and what the
warranted response might be produces disagreement. "I thought he did a really good
job and I disagreed with everything he said,"
said Dr. John Orman of the politics department.
"In terms of the American presidency
he's getting ready to establish doctrine that
we can attack a nation in a preemptive strike,
which changes [the role] of the American
commander in chief," said Orman.
In October 2002, Congress authorized
the president to "defend the national security of the United States against the continuing threat posed by Iraq" and "enforce all
relevant United Nations Security Council
resolutions regarding Iraq."
"The United Nations Security Council
has not lived up to its responsibilities," Bush
said on Monday, "so we will live up to ours."

"Everything depends on the outcome
of the war," Orman said. "Nobody knows
what will happen."

Business as usual on campus?
In response to the impending war with
Iraq, the Department of Homeland Security
raised the national terror alert to "Orange"
or High. As of the time of publication, there
is no plan to resume a level of higher alert
on campus as was enacted in mid to late February.
"We are evaluating the situation with
administrators and others," said Frank
Ficko, the associate director of security. "If
we need to take other precautions, we will."
The university responded to the last
"Orange Alert" in February by limiting entry points to campus and asking students to
be aware of suspicious activity. Normal
campus operations were resumed on Feb.
28, as the terror alert was lowered nationally.

ATTENTION FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Improve Your Grades
Join an A+ Fitness
Club

• Everything included in one

affordable student price
• No initiation fee for students
• Extensive cardio area
• Open 7 days - great hours
• All classes included - 63 per week
including kick boxing, Yoga and
Spinning®

Ask about our 3 Month & Annual Student
Specials. No fees, no commitments!

South port Racquet Club
226 Old Post Road, Southport, CT • CAU. 259-0882
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Speaking out

HATE EVERYTHING!
SEAN HAYES

Students for Peace spread the word on anti-war sentiment
For your
consideration
With awards season in full
swing, it is now time to begin The
Mirror's campaign to win this
year's "Outstanding Organization
Award."
For your consideration, The
Mirror has made fantastic strides
this year, both on and off the
printed page. We have finally successfully moved into our new office, and thanks to the student activities art room, we have finally
harnessed the great power of the
sign.
We realize this is a difficult
award to win, considering The
Mirror's stiff competition from
other campus media outlets. For
example, we are well aware that
this week's front page stories on a
missing student and Iraq may not
reach the hard-hitting caliber of a
Ham Channel Into It dedicated to
Jim Carrey's hilarious works.
This year The Mirror has covered it all, from Sept. 11 scholarships to the FUSA electoral crisis.
We have a dedicated staff from
freshmen to seniors who devote
the majority of their time at Fairfield to The Mirror. Often, the
questions and inquiries of our writers fall on deaf ears, and often our
reporters have to deal with people
and situations that are more than
uncomfortable.
Few students and faculty realize that The Mirror is one of the
best weekly student newspapers in
the nation; as we have discovered
through our attendance at national
conventions and studies of other
colleges of similar size and standing.
How did we achieve this? Of
course in our campaigning for organization of the year, we must
also campaign for the true unsung
hero of Fairfield University, The
Mirror's advisor, Dr. James Simon.
This man gives just as much time
to The Mirror as he does his classes
and research, and does not even
receive compensation for his efforts. So, for your consideration,
please vote Dr. Simon for outstanding advisor.
Above all, what The Mirror
has managed to create, year- in and
out, is a group of students who will
attribute their greatest successes
and growths at Fairfield to their
work here. This bond has helped
forge our own alumni association.
So, remember to vote Mirror.
I hear there's a lot of buzz about
Keith Whamond too.

BY ELIZABETH ALARCON

Whether they're lying in front
of the mailboxes at the Barone
Campus Center or handing out
pamphlets on Post Road, Fairfield
University Students for Peace is
used to receiving mixed reactions.
"I think it's a powerful demonstration that brings up a lot of
emotions and a reality that many
people don't want to face," said
Melissa Reardon, one of the advisors for Students for Peace, in regards to the group's Die-In, where
the students laid "dead" with signs
reading "Innocent American Soldier" and "Innocent Iraqi Child."
While there are those that
walk by them muttering hostilities
under their breath, others stop to
ask questions.
"Though most of the student
feedback has been positive, it's important to respect other people who
are questioning and to respect
those with a different point of
view," said Pete Albert, '03, Students for Peace member.
As talks regarding weapons of
mass destruction and invasion increase, why have the voices of
those searching for a nonviolent
resolution have grown louder and
gained worldwide momentum?
A search for accurate information, humanitarianism, and mass
organization has driven the antiwar movement. What the Gulf
War era lacked in protests, the
2003 war on terrorism makes up
for with civil disobedience that
comes through as a throwback to

tial action that got
everyone
together,"
said
Albert. As the November 6, 2002
lecture on Iraq by
Society of Friends
member
John
Humphreys
proved a catalyst
for inviting future
panelists to Fairfield University,
the January 18,
2003 rally in
Washington D.C.
sparked interest on
a national level.
"In this time
that our president
is hell-bent on going to war, we must
act as a democracy
and get the facts
out there," said
Amy Womack/The Mirror
Kearney,
'03.
Getting the message across: Ed Feldheim, '03,
"Most
people
say
leads the protestors on Post Road.
they don't know
enough to have an
the post-Vietnam era.
opinion."
Demonstrations exist on both
So the group has focused on
a large and small scale, ranging the spread of accurate information
from the national marches on through petitions, protests and
Washington, D.C., and the Say No open discussions.
to War Day (February 15th), to the
"I knew something wasn't
local Post Road marches every right so I had to seek information
Tuesday, sponsored by Students on the subject to get the facts and
for Peace and a Fairfield-Westport make a decision," said Steve
anti-war resident group.
Escobar, member of Students for
When the topic arose of how Peace, in regards to attending the
to raise awareness on campus, Stu- rally in Washington, D.C. "Bedents for Peace was born.
sides freezing out there, there was
"It was Emmett Kearney's ini- an immense feeling of emotion and

passion coming from the crowd."
Although Students for Peace
was still an unofficial group at the
time, approximately 60 students
and faculty attended.
Fairfield University Students
for Peace has received support
from a number of faculty and administrators, including Joy Gordon
and Larry Mazon. Gordon, a philosophy professor and sanctions
expert has served as an advisor for
the group.
"I have a great deal of respect
and admiration for the group, because not since Justice for Janitors
have Fairfield students taken a lead
in activism," said Gordon.
The actions of the group challenge the sentiment that students
are apathetic to the real world.
"Our generation is cynical.
We've grown up with too much
marketing so most people are
skeptical when it comes to media,"
says Kearney.
Larry Mazon, director of
Multicultural Relations has supported Students for Peace by providing a forum for students to
come together through groups
such as T.E.A.M. and transportation to Washington.
"We speak about apathy towards real life, but here are students who are pushing things,"
said Mazon.
However, not everyone interprets what they see and read in the
same way. There are those who
feel war is just and necessary.
SEE "PROTESTORS" ON P.
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Students in no rush to say "I do"
BY KELLY MURRAY

When you were little, you
imagined that you'd grow up,
graduate from high school, go to
college, meet the man or woman
of your dreams, get married and
live happily ever after.
For many that dream has
changed dramatically.
The idea of marriage is no
longer a priority in the minds of
today's youth. There are many
different reasons that can account
for the change in the social norm
that has been taking place over the
years.
"People are more focused on
establishing a successful career.
They have a lot they want to do
with their lives before being committed to marriage," said Aysha
Karachopan, '04.

According to FUSA President
Karen Donoghue, '03, graduate
school is her primary concern, and
the idea of marriage is on the "back
burner."
Colleges used to be the most
practical and popular place for
meeting a potential mate; but this
is no longer so, said Howard
Markman of the Center for Marital and Family Studies at the University of Denver.
"There is no sense of true intimacy. We are back to 'hooking
up,' back to the casual sex of the
'60s," he told USA Today in February 2003. Many Fairfield students agree.
"Marriage is less of a norm
because casual 'hook ups' are acceptable," . said
Monet
MacGillivray, '04.
The median age for a man's

www.google.com

Getting hitched: Becoming less
and less of a priority.

first marriage is 26.8 years, and for
a woman, a record high of 25.1
years, indicates the most recent
report from the U.S. Census Bureau in 2000. The median age for

people's first marriage has been
steadily rising. Only 30 years before, in 1970, the median age for
men was 23.2 years, and for
women, 20.8 years.
There are many other reasons
for this recent trend in American
culture.
"We are in the middle of this
massive transition. A contemporary crisis in dating and mating,"
social historian Barbara Dafoe
Whitehead told USA Today in
February 2003.
This "crisis" Whitehead is referring to is that dating has almost
become a chore for today's singles.
Today's youth, women in particular, are not happy with their
love lives and that this sort of
romantic disappointment has
SEE "MARRIAGE" ON P.
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Protestors rally Marriage takes a
CONTINUED FROM P.
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"I think we should go to war, if we allow them to attack
first we lose face,.thereby leaving ourselves open for other
attacks," said a student who wished not to be named.
Some may not be as adamant to attack, but the issue does
hit close to home because they are enlisted to go next.
"As in any society, the role of a citizen in the army includes a responsibility to its people," said Miguel Diaz, '03.
"People have the right to voice their opinions, but when the
shit hits the fan I'll be the one out there, not them."
The outset of Bush's statement on 9/11 served as a wakeup call for the people to take an interest in foreign policy. The
actions of our current administration have led to an overall
sense of patriotism among the citizens of this nation, but its
counteraction has been the birth of Students for Peace and
other such anti-war groups.
The actions of the government have led to the weekly
meetings in the Barone Campus Center on Mondays at 5:30,
growing weekly protests on Post Road every Tuesday between
4:00-6:00, frequent masses held on campus and upcoming
events such as a teach-in and civil disobedience training.
Campus Ministry and the Ignation Residential College
are planning the potential teach-in for the first week in April.
It will be structured around offering more information about
the current crisis and its history and offering ways to become
active.
The panel of speakers is yet to be decided.
For more information on the issue of war against Iraq,
show up on the lower level of the BCC Mondays at 5:30 or at
the Post Road Tuesdays between 4:00-6:00 or contact Emmett
Kearney at 03_ekearney@campus.fairfield.edu to add your
name to the Students for Peace mailing list.

CONTINUED FROM P.
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become a theme for this generation, she said.
People magazine recently polled 1,400 unwed
men and women between the ages of 18 and 44
and found that 51 percent of women are currently
not dating anyone, and 68 percent of them only
expect companionship when dating, rather than a
potential mate.
However, this disillusionment with romance
is not just particular to women; even young men
are beginning to share this opinion, as 54 percent
say they are not currently dating anyone.
"Since the divorce rate has risen, many people
aren't looking forward to relationships," said Pat
Quinn, '04. "Young people have enough stress on
them already, why would they want more?"
Instead of viewing the "intimate relationship"
as something desirable and meaningful, it is becoming more evident that it is simply another
hassle pressed upon an already stressed youth.
Another recent report from the U.S. Census
Bureau predicts that the population of unmarried
women will soon surpass the population of married women in this country.
What is ironic is that most young adults do
want to someday find their "soul mate." It's just
that young people are simply taking longer to be
ready for a serious relationship.
"Nowadays, people just seem to try to stay
single for as long as possible," said Shawna
Murray, '05.

SENIORS - CLASS of 2003
Check your PIPELINE account for important message!
Here's your opportunity to assess your college experience!
Complete the College Student Survey online by April 15
Submit your "thank you" page to CNS 300 for a chance for
the raffle prizes (Senior Week tickets; Stag Bucks; and
a restaurant gift certificate)
Questions? Callx2744.

FRESHMAN - CLASS of 2006
Check your PIPELINE account for important message!
Here's your opportunity to have your opinions heard!
Complete the Freshman Year Survey online by April 15
Submit your "thank you" page to CNS 300 for a chance for
the raffle prizes (Free car registration for next year; .
Stag Bucks)
Questions? Callx2744.

FREE TAN
HOLLYWOOD TANS You don't have to go to Hollywood... to get a Hollywood Tan!

4&*
Fairfield
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2175 Black Rock Tpk
Next to Starbucks
203-336-TANS

Stratford

Norwalk

1345Barnum Ave
Across from KFC
203.385.8555

440WestportAve
0.7 miles east of Stews
203.847.7755

www.HollywoodTan.com
•Free tan in the HT 54 booth! ID Required. New customers only. Expires 4/04/03 CODE: FF1

Now that you're graduating,
don't make the same mistakes
your parents made.

Looking for firsthand advice on all the things
your parents never taught you - like how to
land a job you'll actually enjoy, manage your
money, find the best city for grads like you,
and travel the world on the cheap? Visit our
online edition and check out the new and
improved GradZone.

Visit
www.fairfieldniiiTor.com/gradzone
Dad, c. 1969 —
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Monday at 5 p.m.!
Send in Cheers & Bi
campuslife@fairfieldmirror.cof
Mail: BoxAA
to the best girlfriend in the world, LV...to the
men's tennis team kicking @$$ and taking
names in Arizona...to me and 3 stooges escaping the Denny's Fiasco, puke...to Hizzle
for being a bigger person than J4...to
Caitlin's 22nd birthday...to free coronas and
tequila in Acapulco...to the girls in the little
yellow house on Reef Rd...to the BFNH/Insanity/Mirage dinner and cosmos party...to
Virg for bringing the good ol' funnel back...to
J-net, best cook at Fairfield LL.to Caroline's
home videos...to hoey-"I'm fiiiine"...to getting wasted on a Monday night with your
housemates when they know you are said, I
love you girls...to the three witches...to boys
in bands...to "we have feelings too, ya
know!"...to kick-alicious...to "my
precious"...to the first night back at "club
Jogues"...to our spring break in Vegas...to
naked Australians dancing onstage...to Thunder Down Under...to Wild Child...to dancing on the bar at coyote ugly, and then people
taking pics and remembering us the next
day...to Shannon riding back and forth on
the tram all night...to guys who know how
to treat girls right...to VIP everything...to CB
look alike at ghost bar...to Edwin and Ryan
joining us in Vegas...to Donovan McNabb
buying us drinks...to limo rides and studio
54 VIP...to $300 champagne at the Bellagio
suite...to waking up next to Donavan...to Fat
Joe and babies...to partying with Jessica Biel

on her 21st...to getting hit on by hot gay
guys...to Caesar's pool guy who bought us
drinks...to frozen drinks and souvenir cups...to
T winning money at the Sahara...to Vegas reunion party...to free gifts at the door and genuine souvenirs guaranteed (hopefully an appearance from a Phili Eagle)...to spring break
in Mexico...to getting sh*tty everyday...to
hookin' up one after the other...to white boys
with rhythm...to 90 degree weather and crystal ocean waters...to hook-ups on the beach...to
good pick-up lines...to going to bed as the sun
is coming up...to getting arrested and bribing
the cops to let you off...to Poco '03 with the
BFNH7 Mirage/ Insanity/ G-Spot at
copacabana...to Brandi and that thong...to Ni
Ni and Dee Dee at Palladium...to the kind
Mexican lady for sewing up Torch's dress in
el bano...to Caroline for telling off the cab
driver in Poco, "I know you're talking sh*t
about me, yo hablo espanol!"...to lunch box
late night snacks...to crazy hook ups with the
JMU boys...to kelbel and the babe Drew...to
seeing the whole grape down in Poco...to
happy hour with the girls during sunset ...to
Aka Tiki Booze Cruise- "you are the winner
of 69 tequila shots, your favorite number!"...to
Virg hooking up with the King of Spring
Break, Anthony...to wave runners, "straight on
till sunset!"...to falling off the bannana boats
and almost being shark bait...to Carolines
hottie hook up... to "will he sign?"...

to Chan's captainship being suspended...to
Kev and his flu in Arizona...to Manhatten bball, you suck...to not seeing LV for a whole
week...to being back in the shizzy weather...to
the maid who stole Pesci's food...to not seeing the motley crue in a while...to the girl who
p*sses in my friends' beds...to kids named
Shaggy who can't exert patience...to the never
ending cold weather...to the beat girls who
think people like them, people only go to your
house for the kegs...to people who cheat...to
friends who should respect the thin line...to
Erin missing most of the Arizona trip...to running at midnight...to the nice guy gone
sketch...to married men when you don't know
who they are...to Shorty (shawtee, in da club
hitting on Laur)...to gaining the Vegas 15...to
suitcases without wheels...to Katie Coop for
losing ID...to being called packrat and trouble
makers...to getting sprayed by vulgar
coyotes...to spilling drinks on Don and stealing his glasses...to buffets...to smelly people,
meatloaf, that's gross...to rain not being all
it's cracked up to be on the real world...to dirty
Mexicans who feel the need to touch you...to
the 40 year old Mexican stalker in the club...to
friends who cock-block their own friends...to
getting a hickey on the dance floor and not
even knowing it because you're so trashed...to
getting videotaped under your skirt while
dancing on the bar...to throwing up every
night...to people who go to Cancun and hook

up with Fairfield people, you can have them
any weekend, you're in Cancun!...to Canadians at our hotel...to getting sick off mexican
aqua...to Darla, what a liar...to pesos, so damn
annoying...to delta going on strike...to Anthony. King of Spring Break. ..to spring break
being over and coming back to Fairfield...to
having to Llaves the room keys all the
time...to "the box" at copacabana...to Enigma.
that place sucked...to being gordita...to dance
with the devil, scary...to confessionals...to
nothing but beef all week...to roofies at
Stormans...to sh*tty transmissions...to losing
in darts...to Photo Hunt, you losers...to the
green beer on St. Patty's Day not being so
fun on the way up, ugh...to Amber's weird
handshake...to Lynn "Miller," Laura
"Smith." and Gina "Lorusso"...to Dirty
Al's...to Jesus pancakes...to Texas and
tequila...to a lot of boobs...to damn allergy
season ruining my life...to "Will he sign?"...to
being shut down in the BCC when tryin to
play some hoops...to being a good-natured
idiot...to not finding out about six page papers until the day before...to papers in
general...to 'lil boots not getting any action
over the break, sorry little guy, we'll make it
up to you — big time...to Steph being sick,
get better buddy...to hope being killed by
dispair through a professor...to pixelated pictures, bad times...to being asked to take a sign
down...to the nice couches we can't use...

Fairfield University Mental Health Day
Wednesday, March 26, 2003
Come take a Screening for
Depression, Anxiety, Eating Disorders,
Substance Abuse
If you have asked yourself any of these questions you are not alone.
Come take a simple questionnaire and discuss your results with a counselor.
I
I
I
I

feel unable to do the things I used to do.
am having trouble with sleeping too much, or too little.
feel unhappy.
have been feeling irritable and/or anxious.

Have you ever felt that you should cut down on your drinking?
Have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking?
Have you ever felt bad or guilty by your drinking?

Are you terrified about being overweight?
Have you gone on eating binges where you feel you may not be able to stop?
Do you feel that food controls your life?

BCC (near the Info Desk) 11:00 to 2:00pm
or
Library Entrance
6:00 to 7:30pm

vUl **VI <*#

COMMUNICATION
Come join a conversation with distinguished Communication
alumni and alumnae who will speak about their careers!

Non-Prollt/Eduuation
University Marketing

Information all day long at BCC and on Pipeline >

Corporate Communications
Journalism
Sports Promotions

Presentation in SON Auditorium at 8:00pm
Magazine Publishing

BEAT STRESS BEFORE IT BEATS YOU
'resenter Kathleen Conway, MS, received training at the Georgetown
University Center for Mind-Body Medicine. She will present strategies to
lelp you alleviate stress and anxiety in these uncertain times.
Sponsored by Counseling Services
For more information call x 2146

March 26, 2003
5:45 p.m.
Barone Campus Center
lower level

Open to students
in all majors!

Sponsored by the Deportment of Communication, the Student Communication
Out, and the Fairfield University Career Planning Center.

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
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I think I smell a rat...
'Willard' leaves audiences smelling somethingfunny
BY ZACH MINERS

Horror movies are meant to
frighten and shock the audience.
They should make viewers squirm
in their seats and then jump out of
them. Most importantly, they
should be spine-chilling and unpredictable.
It would seem that rats would
make worthy subjects for a horror
film, because you never know
what they are going to do next.
Unfortunately, in "Willard", the
viwers always know what the rats
will do next because of the title
character's dictatorship. And instead of jumping, you marvel at the
special-effects and ask yourself,
"How did they do that?" This is a
problem, because "Willard" is supposed to be a horror film.
The film is a remake of the
1971 movie of the same name that
apparently did quite well at the box
office. This new, spiced-up version has attitude and look, but the
rats just aren't scary. Crispin
Glover plays Willard Stiles, a pathetic loser that seems dreadfully
scared of facing the real world and
making decisions.
Perhaps the only disturbing
quality of the movie is Willard's
depressing personality. He befriends the rats in his basement
because they're the only creatures
that do not threaten his self-esteem. Willard is creepily sympathetic with the rodents, and most
of his dialogue stems from his relationship with the furry animals.
As a revenge-of-the-nerd hor-

ror fable, "Willard" utterly fails,
because the revenge is not horrifying. The leader of the herd of
rats is Ben, a foot-long super-rat
that resembles an ugly, murderous
rabbit.
This actually creates more of
a comedic, cartoony effect, as
Willard's ambiguous interactions
with this giant rodent are more
potent than anything in his relationship with his sadistic boss at
work. Somehow (the logic is beyond me) Willard manages to di-

rect his rats into disciplined groups
that scurry off on missions on his
behalf, like Dr. Dolittle would. It
really is quite funny.
There is an early scene in the
film in which Willard ventures
down into the basement after his
decrepit mother complains of a rat
infestation. The fuse box blows
and he's left with a flashlight,
which should be the formula for a
scary event. But the scene isn't
scary-ever. The blowing of the
fuse is the scariest thing that hap-

The creepy love intrest: Harring in "Willard."
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pens, and the viewer wonders what
the point of it was.
The best thing (or should I say
only good thing) about the movie
is Crispin Glover's performance.
He boasts dark, sunken eyes, a
slight stoop, is very pale, and has
a haircut that shouts out, "I'm a
sad, strange little man." Appropriately, his hair style is quite similar
to the one he had for "Back to the
Future." There is real wit in his
performance, and you'd have to be
very cold and mean to not feel
something for this guy as the
movie progresses.
Glover has just the right mix
of innocent boyishness and bubbling depression to create a character that's both helpless and determined. This, however, also represents a problem, because his
character is the only dynamic one
in the entire film. A movie should
not place all its faith and success
in a single actor.
Laura Elena Harring^ of
"Mulholland Drive," plays
Cathryn, a new employee at
Willard's office who worries about
him and even visits him to see if
he's all right after his mother dies.
She is not romantically attracted
to him, but seems to want to reach
out and rescue him from his maelstrom of sadness. I almost thought
she was going to succeed, and was
getting excited about a rising heroine as the end of the movie approached.
But during the last several
minutes, as Willard is pleading for
his life while trapped in his house

LICK FACTS
Rating (out of 5):

Movie: Willard
Starring:
Crispin Glover,
Laura Elena Harring
Director:
Glen Morgan
alone with starving rats, Cathryn
suddenly changes. When she realizes how messed up her new
friend is, she abandons him and
staggers away. In the end, she
didn't contribute anything to the
film. Harring's character might as
well be left out.
If the movie were a character
study, more about Willard than the
rats, it might have been decent.
Willard is an interesting, multi-layered person, and it was neat to see
how he interacted with the few
humans that he did.
However, "Willard" is a monster movie, and the monsters are
supposedly the rats. They zoom
across the screen in a computer
animated tide and instead of
screaming my lungs out, I was
contemplating what program the
film's animators used. That's not
a thought that should be going
through your head during a horror
movie.
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Phishing phenominal
Phish pleases fans in recent local show
BY WES WHITE

From the psychedelic vibes
sent out by the four middle-aged
men jamming away on stage to the
bluish-purple haze floating
through the compact arena, Phish
put on anything but a typical concert last Wednesday night in
Worcester, MA.
Nearing the end of their one
month tour, Wednesday night's
show was the tenth in Phish's
twelve show-run across the U.S.
After ending 2002 with a New
Years Eve show in New York and
kicking off 2003 with three consecutive gigs, fans were more eager than ever to get their hands on
tickets for their February streak.
After a grueling wait outside
the Worcester Centrum Centre for
over an hour the doors finally
opened and an ocean of tie-dyed
fans streamed into the building.
Once packing into the small, just
over 14,500 seated venue, paces
quickened and food lines shortened as the noise came to a lull in
the lobby of the arena.
Fans already at their seats
started a roar to shake the building.
The ones still filing in and getting food knew that Trey
Anastasio, Mike Gordon, Jon
Fishman, and Page McConnell had

taken the stage.
With the introduction of one
of Phish's most notorious tunes,
"You Enjoy Myself" fans
crammed up the staircases and
piled on top of seats in order to
view the God-like performers. Not
worrying how far away their real
seats were, one of the most diverse
crowds to ever flock to the same
show started to groove.
As heads moved to the offbeat rhythm of the group's opening few songs and the distinctively
smooth aroma of Vermont's finest,
the epic show was underway.
Though based 99.9% around
playing good music, Phish also had
a few eye pleasers (besides the excellent light show which followed
the music note for note perfectly)
such as the trampolines.
Trey and Gordon both broke
out the mini-trampolines and simultaneously jumped to face all
parts of the crowd while jamming
away on their respective instruments.
The lights, also helping to
stimulate certain individual's euphoric state of mind, were mindbowing and only added to the enthusiasm of the show.
Wrapping up the first set with
"Final Right" and "Maze," Trey
led Phish off the stage and the
lights arose again. The sight was

Trey bien: Anastasio puts his solo efforts on hold to
reunite with Phish.
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"Hey, who wants to pay two hundred bucks to hear us play the same song
for four hours?": Many, many, many people do.

astounding with huge smiles,
blood shot eyes and an overall
room full of some of the happiest
people in the world. Breaking for
only a short while, Phish entered
and again the lights lowered and
up and down the crowd almost rose
all together.
The second set was well constructed leading in with "Stash"
and following closely behind with
"Makisupa Policeman," "Prince
Caspian," "Frankenstein" and
"Golgi Aparatus." Even the most
die-hard fans in attendance bowed
their heads and wondered if what
they just experienced was real or
not.
After leaving the stage for a
second time, the band was tossed
flowers and pieces of paper (undoubtedly with phone numbers)
until they were out of sight.
Shrieking, whistling, and
cheering were all rolled into one
angelic sound as an enormous roar
filled the auditorium felt almost
jungle-like with steam and heat.
After only minutes the group
walked back out to encore with
"Loving Cup" and again the place
was absolutely ecstatic.
Once Phish left the stage for
the last time (which I should mention that the manner in which they
exited was very humble and loving of the crowd) the lights again
came on and a slum of hippie-looking people gathered towards the
stairs. The night was over.
With so many new bands popping up only to make their big
break and collect money, very few
still stand on the side of music lov-

Homer loves Phish: Boiled, broiled, grilled, fried,
whatever.

ers. Phish is truly one I can say is
only in this for the creation of music and will be in it for the long
run.
Phish truly is great to their
fans and much of the money drawn

Contributed photo

Contributed photo

in from albums and concerts goes
to charity. Though hard to come by,
I strongly urge any music lover (of
the jam-band scene or not) to at
least try to get tickets to a Phish
show.
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Do your duty:
Read a newspaper
This week, war clouds gathered over Iraq, yet it
became peaceful and balmy here in sleepy southwestern Connecticut. Although combat occurs thousands
of miles across the world, the effects of war will be
felt close to home.
News and politics now more than ever need to
be part of the daily diet for Fairfield students. As the
future leaders of this country, we owe it to our nation
to look long and hard at this war and take a stance. It
is certain that we must support our troops and our
country. The best way is to become informed active
citizens.
You can be for a war or against it, but now is not
the time to be on the fence or to remain uniformed.
The consequences of this war will go beyond higher
gas prices. A generation will be scarred by the horror
of combat and the global political environment will
be vastly changed. It may be a friend or relative who
is in the reserves that affects you. Or it may be body
bags returning to your town. The consequences are
real and this issue is unlike any other. War has the
awful capacity to reach into our lives unexpectedly
and affect them dramatically.
It is time to read and evaluate and become activists. Pick up a newspaper. Watch CNN or a nightly
news broadcast. Register to vote. Write elected officials. Whatever your political viewpoint, the time is
now to raise your voice. If you have not fully formed
a viewpoint, take the time to do so. If we don't take
these steps today we may face unwelcome consequences tomorrow. We cannot afford to wait that long.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: commentary@fairfieldmirror.com
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1073 North Benson Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430

News: (203) 256-6600
Advertising: (203) 256-6594
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e-mailed to commentary@fairfieldmirror.com
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once recieved, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
u

Master Plan" questioned

To the Editor:
I am writing this letter to express my frustration with the recent actions of the Housing Operations Department regarding the
housing situation for next year. As
a current rising junior, I like many
other members of the university
community are being discriminated against next year by
housing's "master plan."
By deciding to create all

freshman dorms you are causing
housing problems and aggravation
for other classes. This process is
stressful enough without the current changes.
Last week in The Mirror you
released information regarding rising sophomores who will not be
able to choose where they live next
year due to your "Master Plan."
This is ridiculous. Part of the privileges of remaining at Fairfield
through the years has been more

and betterhousing options. How
does this new plan work to the benefit of these students? It discriminates against sophmores while
next years freshman get greater
options and full reign of
twobuildings, Jogues and Regis
along with half of Dolan Hall.
Sincerely,
Matthew Swanson
Dolan East
Class of 2005

Rose a valuable teacher, almunus
To the Editor:
For the past three years
Fairfield University has been
blessed with the artistic guidance
of a phenomenal professor, Dr.
Marice Rose. She is a driving force
within a flourishing department
and to lose such a gift would nearly
cripple our Art History department. Tragically, the forty-four
Fairfield Art History majors run
the risk of losing a great mentor
and friend due to, what else—budget cuts.
An alumnus of Fairfield University, she is a great inspiration
to the entire collegiate community.
With a BA in Art History and
French literature from Fairfield in
1992, Dr. Rose continued her education and completed her MA and

PhD from Rutgers university in
1998 and 2000, respectively.
She has taken her knowledge
and expanded it to help others, the
true test of a fine educator. Dr.
Rose is involved in The Huntington Breast Cancer Action Coalition, a non-profit organization
dedicated to the education of breast
cancer through education and
awareness by contributing Art History lectures for fund-raising purposes. She is an inspiration to both
her students and her colleagues as
well.
Dr. Rose's professionalism
shines through in every situation
she finds herself in and it is because of her dedication and charisma that many of us decided to
pursue art history careers. Losing
such an admirable asset to the uni-

versity would be counterproductive and would contradict what this
school prides itself on: dedication
and mentorship.
Dr. Rose is proof that there are
incredible opportunities out there
if you take advantage of Fairfield
University and it would be a shame
to see the university that once had
so much faith in her as a student
fail to support her now as a professional.
Sincerely,
Art History Majors
of the Class of 2004:
Hildelisa Beltran
Sarah Lutz
Stephanie Porreca
Kristyn Rosen
Jen Tumsuden
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Faculty and staff petition against war
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
VIRGINIA MEADE

After President Bush's 48 Hour Deadline Speech, Dr. Curt Naser, professor ofphilosophy, created
a petition on his website for faculty and staff to sign showing their opposition to a war in Iraq. As
of press time on Tuesday night, 80 signatures were collected and are listed below along with said
petition. For an up-to-date list, visit http://www.fairfieldmirror.com.
"We, the undersigned faculty and staff at Fairfield
University, oppose President Bush's impending preemptive war as immoral and illegal. As persons of conscience-whether Catholic or not- we embrace the
statement of the Jesuit order, which holds:
"We believe, with many others, that the reasons
for a pre-emptive attack against Iraq are not convincing, and the effects of a possible war will turn out to
be so devastating that it becomes very difficult, if not
impossible, to justify a military intervention.
The doctrine of a pre-emptive war is neither in
accordance with UN doctrine and law, nor morally defensible. The application of this doctrine would open
the door to an infinite war, a war without end.
Rather than bringing a stable peace in the region
(Middle East), a war against Iraq would heighten the
tensions between Muslims and Christians. The seeds
of dialogue between them so patiently sown would be
trampled in a spiral of violence and intolerance.
The willingness to incur massive military expenditure that destroys life seems to stand in sharp contrast with the unwillingness to promote, with the same
determination, the sustainable development of all. In
a world of growing inequalities, where the majority lack
basic necessities; in a world where trade and financial structures benefit the rich rather than the poor

William M. Abbott
Mark B. Andrejevic
Peter L. Bayers
Philip Bennett
Alfred F. Benney
Chris Bernhardt
Iris Bork-Goldfield
Jocelyn Boryczka
Betsy A. Bowen
Keith Bradley
Phyllis C. Braun
Linda Brockman
Cecelia Bucki
Ann Burritt
Patricia E. Calderwood
Kevin J. Cassidy
Matthew Coleman
Robbin D. Crabtree
David Crawford
Ronald M. Davidson
Edward M. Dew
Richard DeWitt
Faith-Anne Dohm
Elizabeth A. Dreyer
Pamela Dudac
King J. Dykeman
John W. Elder S.J.
Joan D. Fleitas
Dina Franceschi
C. Garcia-Devesa
Elizabeth B. Gardner
Johanna X.K. Garvey
Joy Gordon
Evangelos Hadjimichael
Susan Haggstrom
W. Nick Hill
Christopher L. Huntley
Alan N. Katz
Lucy V. Katz
Dennis King Keenan

countries, many continue to question with increasing
discomfort whether the true motives of war against
Iraq have to do more with economic than security reasons.
In the new emerging world political order, vital decisions on global security affecting the lives of people
across continents are proposed to be taken unilaterally by the leaders of a few industrialised countries
outside the control of the UN, and disregarding their
obligation to build a broader consensus through legitimate democratic processes."
The UN anticipates that in the event of a war
the destruction of electrical grids, as happened in
1991, will mean that potable water will not be available to the population, and that epidemics of cholera and typhoid are very likely to happen, as was
the case in 1991, resulting in massive civilian deaths.
The UN also anticipates that, given that 30% of Iraqi
children under the agre of five are severely malnourished, the disruption of the food distribution system
is likely to result in massive immediate child mortality.
A pre-emptive war of this nature seems to us a
kind of terrible madness, with no plausible security
justification, and inconsistent with the most basic precepts of human decency."

CASSIDY

CRABTREE

DREYER

GARDNER

LANG

Wendy Kohli
Gregory D. Koutmos
Paul Lakeland
George E. Lang
Martin A. Lang
Eve Andree Laramee
Linda LaVine
James Licari
R. James Long
Nelson Lopez
Suzanne MacAvoy
Anne P. Manton
Bernice Marie-Daly
David W. McFadden
Laura A. McSweeney
Kathryn A. Nantz
Curtis R. Naser
Victor J. Newton
Sally E. O'Driscoll
Edward J. O'Neill
Raymond P. Poincelot
Richard J. Regan
Mariann S. Regan
Sandra Robinson
Ronald Salafia
David Alan Sapp
Stephen F. Sawin
Kurt Schlichting
Aaron Seymour
Marie-Agnes Sourieau
Lawrence Kraig Steffen
Susan E. Tomlinson
Brian Torff
Cheryl L. Tromley
Charlene Wallace
Joan W. Weiss
Kathleen Wheeler
Sharon Wilcox
Stephanie Williams
Kathryn Jo Yarrington

& AMY

TORCHEN

Would you fight in the
war against Iraq?
Yes I would because
that is what the
government wants us
to do.
—Dewey Burke '06

— ?? -

No I don't think I
would. I couldn't kill
another person.
-Aelee Kwon '04

No, I don't support
the war, but I am
praying for those who
are fighting.
—Kristine Poplawski '04

Hell no! I don't want
to die.
—Mike Messenger '05

Hell no. I don't
believe in war.
-Greg May '05

55

Probably, if I had
some planes and stuff.
—Matthew Lynch '06

5?
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SPORTS

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
MEN'S LACROSSE

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Fairfield fell to 1-3 on the season aftt."
suffering a 17-4 loss to No. 6 Cornell
Monday. Meghan Ryan scored two
goals for the Stags, while Jess
Conahan and Kristin Arcieri each
scored one goal a piece. The Stags
next play at Boston College next
Wednesday.

The Stags improved to 2-2 On the season
with a 10-7 win over Harvard last Saturday.
Troy Bamann had one goal and four assists,
while twin brother Garrett Bamann and Rick
Voight netted two goals a piece. Fairfield
next plays at Providence on Sunday.

BASEBALL
After dropping its first four games of the
year, Fairfield won two straight from UMBC
to improve to 2-4 overall. Matt Thiffault
picked up Fairfield's first win coming in
relief of Pablo Tamayo. Tim Dugan pitched a
complete game in the Stags' second win,
giving up three earned runs on nine hits.
Fairfield plays at Central
Connecticut Thursday.

UPCOMING EVENTS
THURSDAY MARCH 20

SATURDAY MARCH 22 (con't)

Baseball at Central Connecticut @ 3

Women's Tennis at St. Peter's @ 2
Crew at Dowling Invitational
Softball at St. John's Tournament

FRIDAY MARCH 21
Women's Golf at Georgetown Invitational

SATURDAY MARCH 22
Baseball vs Siena <DH) @ noon
Men's Tennis vs Holy Cross @ 1

SUNDAY MARCH 23
Baseball vs Siena @ noon
Men's Lacrosse at Providence
Men's Tennis at St. Peter's @ 2
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— and he showed it."
For the first time since 1997, Fairfield
received a post-season bid. In 1997, the Stags
nearly upset North Carolina in the opening
round of the NCAA Tournament, falling 8274 to the heavily favored Tar Heels.
The last time Fairfield made an appearance in the NIT was a year earlier when the
Stags lost to Providence 91-79 at the New
Haven Coliseum.
Tuesday's attendance at the Arena at
Harbor Yard nearly tripled the Stags average of 2,470 fans at home this year.
"It was a great atmosphere. The students really came out and supported us in
the post season," Delfico said. "The guys
were really pumped up. It's something to
work for going into next year."
Fairfield lost its chance to gain an automatic berth into the NCAA Tournament

PLAYER: STEVE KOURI ' 06
SPORT: Tennis
POSITION:
No. 1 singles/doubles

HOMETOWN:
Westwood, Massachussetts
After sitting out the fall season due to a back injury, Kouri has
stepped into the top of Fairfield's lineup to go 5-0 at both No.
and No. 2 singles this spring. Kouri has teamed with Colin
Torrance to compile a 4-1 record at No. 1 doubles.
Send suggestions who you think should be named
Athlete of the Week to sports@fairfieldmirror.com.

Men's basketball season
conies to an end
CONTINUED FROM P.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

by losing in the MAAC Championship game
against Manhattan on March 10.
The Stags' sluggish play put them in
an early hole that they were never able to
climb out of, losing 69-54. O'Toole said
having to play three games in three days was
one of the factors that contributed to
Fairfield's dismal offensive production
against the Jaspers.
"We just weren't into the game mentally," O'Toole said. "We did everything
we needed to do defensively, we just didn't
score."
Scoring wasn't a problem for the Stags
on Tuesday, as the team had five players
score in double figures, led by Delfico's 14,
Terrence Todd's 13, Oscar Garcia and Mike
Bell's 12, and Deng Gai's 11 points.
"We were invited to this [NIT]. That's
an unbelievable accomplishment for us,"
O'Toole said. "It wasn't easy. I'm so proud
of these guys, because it has been so hard."

Deng Gai considers
transfering and
playing abroad
CONTINUED FROM P.
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they don't want to have any part of that. The
article said that he [Gai] wanted to go to
another college higher up. I just don't see
that happening."
After meeting with O'Toole last Friday,
Gai released a statement that said he was
happy at Fairfield and the possibility of
transferring was unlikely.
"I am happy at Fairfield and want to
continue to work on my studies and basketball skills to get better and reach my goal of
playing professionally after college," Gai
said. "I believe I can reach that goal by playing at Fairfield."
O'Toole said Monday that if Gai decides
to continue his education, he will be in a
Stags' uniform next year, but didn't rule out

the possibility that the 6-foot-8 forward from
the Sudan may jump ship and play abroad.
"Deng wants to go to the NBA. There's
many ways you could do that," O'Toole
said. "When you have a European passport,
you can go and play now and then work your
way back."
O'Toole, who played for Fairfield in the
mid-80's, said he also considered transferring while he was here but noted that no
player from the MAAC since 1980 has transferred to a more prominent program and
went on to have a successful NBA career.
"You always think about it, especially
if you're losing or things aren't going well,"
O'Toole said. "If he's going to be in college next year, I believe he will be back here.
I've talked to him about it, I think he'll be
back."
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Injuries put damper on Stags' season
Key injuries leave women's basketball short of preseason aspirations
BY KRISTINE LYNCH

Two major goals set by the women's basketball team
in preseason were to improve upon last year's 13-17 record
and to contend for the MAAC championship. Neither one
was accomplished.
The Stags finished their season with a 12-17 record
and were knocked out in the second round of the conference tournament by Niagara 76-65.
Head coach Dianne Nolan had high hopes for the squad
coming into the season, as she looked to senior co-captain
Schrene Isidora to guide the way to success.
"Schrene has all the pieces in place to have a successful season," Nolan said during preseason.
Isidora, a 2001-2002 first-team-All-MAAC selection,
led the team in it's first three games averaging 16.3 points
per game, but an early knee injury forced her to the sidelines for the remainder of the season.
Isidora medical red-shirted the remainder of the season and will return for a fifth year at Fairfield to play out
her last year of eligibility.
There were only two seniors on this year's team Kelsie
Dewalt and Isidora, and both of them were injured.
"It was hard to go an entire season without a senior
player. The major thing we lacked this year was experience," Isidora said.
If she was healthy and could have made contributions
to the team, she feels as though the season's outcome could

have been different, but Nolan and the team did the best
they could under the given circumstances that they were
faced with.
The duo of Isidora and Boston College transfer Janelle
McManus would make any collegiate coach salivate. The
Stags will have to wait until next season to reap the rewards that the two will produce. Isidora has another year of
eligibility after red shirting this season, and McManus will
be a senior.
"I'm looking forward to playing with Janelle. I practiced a little with her and I really like her style of play,"
Isidora said.
Injuries struck yet again as forward Katie Hammerer
'05 suffered a season ending knee injury in late December.
With two starters down, Fairfield needed people to step it
up a notch to fill the major roles Hammerer and Isidora
would have handled.
Cathy Dash '05 answered that request. She averaged
13.6 points per game and 7.4 rebounds. Dash was named,
along with McManus to the All-MAAC third team.
McManus lit it up in a MAAC matchup against Loyola.
She drained a 3-pointer at the buzzer to put the game into
overtime. The Stags pulled out a victory 71-67. They ended
the season with a MAAC record of 9-9.
Milica Milijkovic, Katherine Rusie, Yvette Rutherford,
and Marybeth Chartier received All-Academic team honors. Freshman Ivana Podrog earned MAAC All Rookie
Team honors as well.

Opening pitch

Courtesy of Sports Info.

Dishing it out: Marybeth Chartier looks for a teammate.

Softball looks to have
success full MAAC season
BY MIKE THEILE

Mike Theile/The Mirror

Batter up: The Stags in action last season.

The women's softball team is starting
off on the right foot this season with a winning record (10-7), dramatic victories in
Florida, and sweeping its first double-header
against MAAC competition this season.
Fairfield beat St. Peters in a double
header this past Monday by scores of 10-3
and 4-3. The Stags record is now 10-7 overall and 2-0 in the MAAC.
"We have a good team camaraderie,"
said right fielder Laura Sandonato '04. "We
have the whole package: strong pitching,
great hitters, and good defense."
Sandonato believes that these are the
elements that will help lead the Stags to a
MAAC title. She said their goal is to win
the MAAC and right now they are just looking to take it one game at a time.
Fairfield traveled to Orlando, Fla. during spring break to hit off its season. The
team played nine games and went 5-4 during the break. But the Stags ended the trip
on a high note, winning their last two games
in extra innings.
Fairfield will be looking for leadership
from its four seniors: pitcher Christy Urban,
first baseman Maria DiPilato, centerfielder
Ellen Sarosy and pitcher Melissa Santos.
Coming into this season, Santos ranked
13th amongst the all-time strike-out leaders. She has averaged nine strikeouts per
game throughout her career. Santos has
been ranked amongt the nation's top ten

strike-out leaders the last two seasons.
Santos will lead the Stags on the mound
this year as their first starting pitcher. Santos
struck out 11 hitters and allowed just five
hits in a 3-2 win over IUPUI, in the extra
innings win.
sUrban and Tara Hansen '06 will round
out the Stags' starting rotation.
Hansen will have to carry a huge load
on her shoulders being a freshman starter
and backing up two experienced senior starters.
"There is really not that much pressure," said Hansen. "I am used to pressure,
I have always played competitively."
Hansen said she doesn't know what to^_
expect from league competition, but is very
optimistic for the team this season.
"We have a good team," said Hansen.
"We have everything it takes to win tHe
MAAC Championship."
Fairfield has-a long road ahead of them
before the MAAC Championships, and both
Sandonato and Hansen know the team needs
to improve in some areas in order to reach
their goal.
"We need to get used to playing with a
whole new infield," said Hansen. "We are
young and we need to work on our communication."
The Stags travel to Jamaica, N.Y. this
Saturday to battle Quinnipiac and St. John's.
"We only have three pitchers, but they
are all solid," said Sandonato. "In our games
we need to jump ahead, score first, and then
keep on scoring and not give up."
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One for the record books
Delfico sets mark for games played in front of record crowd at NIT game

going ?

BY MIKE PIGNATARO

The men's basketball team's
dream season came to an end Tuesday in historic fashion, as the Stags
lost to Boston College 90-78 in the
opening round of the NIT at the
i; Arena at Harbor Yard.
u
Senior forward Nick Delfico
became the program's all-time
leader in games played in front of
the largest crowd of 6,585 to ever
. watch a Fairfield basketball game
at the Arena at Harbor Yard.
Delfico played in his 117th
career game, breaking A.J.
Wynder's record of 116 games
played between '83-87.
"The program has made great
strides over my four years. Every
aspect of the program has improved. I can only imagine that
its going to continue to improve,"
Delfico said. "Schedule wise,
bringing in the right«guys and notoriety all around ... a lot more
people know about Fairfield than
in the past."
Delfico scored nine of
Fairfield's 13 points to, help the
Stags grab an early eight-point
lead. Delfico scored a team-high
14 points, but Boston's College's
Troy Bell, Big East Player of the
Year, stole the show and the game
away from Fairfield in the second
half with a game-high 28 points.
"Basically, he's a pro,"
Delfico said. "He's by far the best
we've played against."
Head coach Tim O'Toole
added, "We threw everything we
had at him. There just isn't much
you can do," he said.
Fairfield finished the season
with an overall record of 19-12.
Only four previous Fairfield teams
compiled more wins in a single
season.
Boston College, which shared
the Big East regular season title
with Connecticut, was snubbed
from the NCAA Tournament after
losing in the conference tournament semifinals, leaving many
wondering if the Eagles would
face a let down against the Stags
in the NIT.
"They did show up. I don't
think they showed up to their potential. They were a little stagnant

Deng Gai:
staying or
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

Amy Womack/The Mirror

Jump Hook: Ajou Deng attempts a shot over Boston College defenders Tuesday night at the Arena.
in the first half, but they came to
play once the second half kicked
in and they got their stove pretty
warm," Delfico said. "They took
care of business the way it should
be done. Give them credit for that."
After trailing 46-38 at half-

time, the Stags were never able to
come up with defensive stops at
crucial junctures down the stretch
of the second half.
"Obviously hats off to Boston
College. They are a special club.
You're never happy losing,"

O'Toole said. "We competed. We
worked hard. We made some mistakes. But hey, you're also playing against a guy who might be the
player of the year in the country
SEE "MEN'S" ON P.
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Fairfield's powerhouse center
Deng Gai has solidified himself as
one of the MAAC's elite players,
by earning the conference's Defensive Player of the Year his first two
seasons.
What's next? Become a
dominant force within a mid-major conference such as the MAAC
or move to a
larger program with a
lesser role?
After
Fairfield's
69-54 loss to
Manhattan in
the MAAC
Championship game on
GAI
March 10,
Gai said he
wasn't sure if Fairfield was the
right fit for him to pursue a future
career in the NBA.
"I want to improve more, so I
might have to go to a bigger school
where's there's more competition
and players that I can challenge,"
Gai said. "Because I don't learn
from anybody here... I don't want
to be selfish, but I have to do something better for me too. My goal
is to play in the NBA one day, but
I [first] want to do better in school
and learn more English."
The Connecticut Post used
Gai's statement in an article on
March 12 that said Gai was possibly transferring to Michigan because Wolverine head coach
Tommy Amaker, while at Seton
Hall, attempted to recruit Gai out
of high school.
O'Toole, however, told The
Mirror there's 100 percent no validity to that theory.
"I contacted Tommy Amaker
of Michigan myself. He had heard
nothing," O'Toole said. "The article wasn't based on any fact. I
mean the article is basically accusing Michigan of tampering... they
are already on probation right now,
SEE "DENG" ON P.
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